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REGIS COLLEGE----------------------
rown an 
Parent Weekend Edition 
Parent weekend Nov. 6 - 8 
by Mary Fitzpatrick 
Parent Weekend will be tak-
ing place this year on Nov. 6, 
7, and 8, and although the first 
weekend in November is the 
traditional date for Parent 
Weekend, Paul Hiller, director 
of Community Relations for 
the Student Executive Board 
has tried to break away from 
some perceived traditions in 
planning the weekend. 
''I wanted this year's Parent 
Weekend to be somewhat dif-
ferent for those parents who 
attend year after year,'' Hiller 
says, adding that the unofficial 
theme of the weekend this 
year is ''change.'' 
Some changes in the 
weekend this year mclude the 
combination of the President's 
and Jesuit receptions on Fri-
day evening and the crea-
tion of a new reception, the 
General Assembly/Continen-
tal Breakfast reception on 
Saturday hosted by the Execu-
tive Board. Hiller feels that the 
parents should have a chance 
to view the extracurricular 
side of Regis by being exposed 
to the many clubs and stu-
dent organizations at the col-
lege. All clubs are required to 
be at the reception to repre-
sent their organization to 
the parents. Other changes 
include a program by the 
forensics team which will 
replace the traditional presen-
tation by the Faculty Lecturer 
ofthe YearonSaturdaymorn-
ing. The purpose of this 
change is once again to 
emphasize the role of the 
students in the school. Fac-
ulty Lecturer of the Year, Dr. 
James Roth will give his lec-
ture as one of the mini-courses 
Saturday afternoon. 
Perhaps one of the most 
noteworthy breaks from tradi-
tion that will occur on the up-
coming Parent Weekend was 
also the most spontaneous 
break - there will be no 
alcohol served on campus in 
conjunction with the week-
end. Traditionally, wine is 
served at the Friday evening 
reception to parents, faculty 
and students of legal age. The 
arrangements to serve wine at 
this year's reception had 
already been made when 
Hiller abruptly cancelled the 
wine order last week. The 
inconsistency of a policy, 
which on one hand forbids 
alcohol on campus except in 
the pub, and on the other 
hand, allows faculty, staff, 
parents, jesuits, and students 
of legal age to drink hard 
alcohol in various locations on 
campus in conjunction with 
various types of meetings did 
not res! easily with Hiller. 
Regardless of how he per-
sonally views the alcohol 
policy, Hiller believes a policy 
should be consistent in its ap-
plication to all members of the 
Regis community, not just to 
students. This was Hiller's 
reason for making this move. 
Parent Weekend this year is 
the result of a committee 
effort with contributions by 
Paul Hiller; 'Ibm Reynolds, vice 
president for Student Life; 
Dan Clayton, a representative 
for the Dean; Peggie Avery of 
Development; Liz Clinken-
beard , head of schedu.ling; 
and Pat Whitaker, secretary to 
the vice president for Stu-
dent Life. 
Hiller looks forward to the 
weekend being a positive 
experience for the families 
participating and hopes that 
parents will have the oppor-
tunity to experience many 
aspects of Regis College. Hiller 
says he would have liked to 
make more changes in the 
weekend but feels his efforts 
were frustrated by those who 
prefer to adhere to tradition. 
Hiller hopes to see more 
change in the future with 
regard to many student 
activities. 
0 
• 
Hundreds qf balloons were released in 
Cmnnums last u;eek to kick Qff Alcohol Awareness 
Week at Regis. Tiw batwons were to help people 
remember those who died in the state of alcohol related 
accidents In addition, 146 individuals wore red arm-
bands all week in remembrance of those killed (photo 
by Kevin Norris). 
Frolic investigation 
by Lisa Climer 
The investigation into last 
month's Fall Frolic vandalism 
is still underway, but making 
progress, according to Director 
of Student activities, Jim 
McCormick. The tentative 
plan, he stated, is that Regis 
will proceed to pay the Radis-
son Hotel for damages caused 
by unknown individuals. The 
investigation, headed by 
McCormick and Social Direc-
tor Annie Gallegos, will con-
tinue until those at fault are 
discovered. 
Lee resigns 
NeW dorm policy to suspend 
This week's edition of the 
Brown and Gold marks the 
end of Renee Lee's tenure as 
co-editor-in-chief of the 
student newspaper. Lee has 
served as co-editor-in-chief 
since the beginning of the 
1986-87 academic year. 
She had worked for the 
paper in a staff position 
prior to that appoinment. 
Lee cited her upcoming 
graduation in December 
and the addition of a new 
job as reasons why she 
stepped down from her 
position .. 
Lee is perhaps best 
remembered as the writer 
for the Ranger of the Week 
.series_ a feature dedi-
cated each issue to an 
••tstandlng member of the 
~Uege community. Lee's 
''On the Edge'' commentary 
and her work with copy-
editing and layout will be 
missed by the staff. 
"Renee has played an im-
portant role in turning the 
Brown and Gold into a 
respected publication,'' 
pointed out Craig Scott, 
who will stay on as editor-
in-chief. "Her journalistic 
abilities will certainly be 
missed," he added. 
As of now, Scott has no 
immediate plans to nn the 
vacancy created by Lee's 
resignation. He and assis-
tant editors Kim Connelly 
and Kevin Norris will 
absorb most of Lee's duties 
at least for the remainder 
of the semester. Changes 
may be made after that 
time. 
evicted students 
by Mark Connor 
Upon his return from sab-
batical, Regis College Presi-
dent Rev. David Clarke has 
looked at the present dorm 
policy. Upon his review, Rev. 
Clarke has decided there 
should be a change in this 
policy. Obe Hankins, Director 
of Residence Life, explained 
the new proposal. 
Hankins said that after a 
meeting with the residence 
directors and assistants, the 
judicial board, and the vice 
president of student life, a 
change in the disciplinary pro-
cess will be decided on. First 
of all, the main change will be 
in the eviction policy. The 
present disciplinary process 
includes eviction. "Now,'' said 
Hankins, "when a student is 
found to be unable to function 
in a residence hall commun-
ity, the student will not only 
be removed from campus, 
but suspended from classes 
for a minimum of one sem-
ester as well." The reason for 
this, is that the present policy 
is not fair for the less wealthy 
Regis student. 
The present eviction policy 
would allow students, re-
quired to live on campus for 
their first two years (a require-
ment decided on years back by 
the board of directors) to be 
removed from campus and still 
attend classes. This policy 
favors those students who 
wish to live elsewhere, and 
can afford to lose their room 
deposit, to purposely become 
evicted. So, suspension, as in 
years past, will be added for 
disciplinary purposes. Suspen-
sion is a much stronger way of 
disciplining students. If a stu-
dent is suspended at mid-
semester or near the end, an 
entire semester of schooling, 
including tuition,will be lost. 
Because this policy is much 
stronger than the present, 
there will be at least one or 
two more steps added to the 
disciplinary process. ''I think 
it will be a much stronger 
deterent to any violations on 
campus," Hankins said. 
Presently, a student may be 
evicted after a fourth offense. 
The new policy will be decided 
on, and a notification of this 
policy should be sent to 
students by Friday, Oct. 30. 
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Forensics 
team 
places 
third at 
large meet 
by Elizabeth Tennessen 
On October 23 and 24 the 
Regis forensics team competed 
in a meet at Colorado College: 
The team took 3rd in individ-
ual events behind Northern 
Arizona and Arizona State. 
Approximately 40 schools 
competed. 
Advancing to the semi-
finals were Shari Marquez in 
prose, Suzi Schulist in extem-
poraneous and Craig Scott in 
persuasive. 
Fine performances were 
given by Liz Howard, in the 
after dinner category and by 
the team of JoLeda Carpenter 
and Meghan Stewart for duet 
acting as they took 6th in 
theiF categories. 
Fifth place winners were 
Kelly Murphy in sales, Suzi 
Schulist in persuasive, 
Meghan Stewart in the after 
dinner speech, and JoLeda 
Carpenter in informative. 
Fourth places were taken by 
Meghan Stewart in prose and 
J oLeda Carpenter in dramatic 
interpretation. 
Placing in the top three 
were 3rd place winners Shari 
Marquez in persuasive, Suzi 
Schulist in impromptu, and 
Craig Scott in after dinner. 
The big winners were Craig 
Scott in informative and 
JoLeda Carpenter in prose, 
both taking top honors. 
Also competing were Joe 
AHem and Anthony R9gers. 
Coach Vicky Bradford and 
the team will travel to the Air 
Force Academy on November 
15 and 16. 
Quest for peace 
a success 
The Quest for Peace, a 
material and food drive for the 
peasants of Nicaragua, was a 
complete success! There was 
a terrific response campus-
wide. Tina Parscal, the coor-
dinator of the drive, says that 
over 100 lbs. of clothing, school 
supplies, and food was col-
lected, along with $150. The 
material was packed up by 
volunteers, and sent to Nica-
ragua on Saturday, Oct. 17. 
The Coalition for Peace and 
Social Justice would like to 
thank all of those who par-
ticipated. One must reme~­
ber, Nicaragua is not explic-
itly our enemy. 
Woodrow Wilson 
Fellow- here soon 
The first Woodrow Wilson 
Fellow of the school year, 
Robert W. Lear, . will be on 
campus the week of Nov. 9. 
Lear has been an executive-
in-residence and visiting pro-
fessor at New York's Colum-
bia University Graduate 
School of Business since 1977. 
He was born in Canon City, 
Colorado and received a 
bachelor's degree from the 
University of Colorado in 
1938. In 1940, he earned 
his MBA with Distinction 
from Harvard University 
Graduate School of Business 
Administration. 
Before joining Columbia 
University, Mr. Lear was 
Chairman of the Board and 
Chief Executive Officer of 
the F. & M. Schaefer Corpora-
tion for five years. Prior to 
that he was President and 
Chief Operating Officer of 
Indian Head, Inc. He began 
his career as a market research 
analyst with U.S. Steel. His 
first book, "How to Turn an 
MBA into a CEO by taking the 
Right First Job," has been 
published by Macmillan. 
Funding for Mr. Lear's visit 
has been provided by the 
Gates Endowment for Excel-
lence in Business Education. 
During his week-long stay 
on campus, Mr. Lear will be 
visiting classes and counsel-
ing students. He will be avail-
able to meet individually with 
students through the Career 
Counseling Office in the Coors 
Life Directions Center, ext. 
3528. 
Survey show-s students don't know-
i.Jnportant officials 
A recent informal survey ot 
students revealed they often 
don't know important figures 
on campus. The Brown and 
Gold showed just over 30 . 
students from all classes and 
both sexes eight different pic-
tures to see if they could cor-
rectly identify the individuals. 
The individuals chosen to be 
1bm Reynolds 
identified were all school 
officials or students serving in 
some kind of official capacity. 
As for non-students, Thm 
Reynolds, new vice-president 
for student life, was recog-
nized by 69% of those sur-
veyed. Many said they 
remembered seeing his photo 
Rev. Mike Sheeran 
in the paper recently. Book-
store · manager Elloise Gallo 
was known by half of those 
answering the survey. 
Rev. David M. Clarke, S.J., 
president of the school, may 
be known by a lot of people in 
the Denver business com-
munity, but not by most 
students. Only one-fourth of 
those polled recognized the 
college president. The num-
bers were even smaller for 
Vice-President for Academics 
Rev. Michael Sheeran, S.J., 
who was correctly identified 
by only 17% of the students. 
Among students, KRCX 
Radio manager Lou Wit-
tenberg and Student Execu-
tive Board President Chris 
Currie were well recognized. 
Seventy-four percent correct-
ly identified Wittenberg and 
sixty-nine percent tabbed Cur-
rie correctly. However, many 
did not know these people's 
positions. Wittenberg was 
known for his parties and 
Currie for selling "Las Vegas" 
tickets. 
The other two individuals 
selected to be identified did 
not fare quite as well. Social 
Director Annie Gallegos was 
correctly identified by only 
half of those taking part in 
Lou Wittenberg 
MaryHoge 
the poll and Ranger Yearbook 
editor Mary Hoge by only 39% 
of those surveyed. 
The photos used for the in-
formal survey were all Brown 
and Gold or Ranger photos 
printed within the last year. 
This was not a scientific poll. 
New hours 
Beginning November 1, aU 
students, faculty, and staff will 
be seen by appointments on-
ly. Exceptions will be made for 
emergencies. This new system 
is being implemented to 
reduce waiting time. 
Hall governing boards 
by Paul Hiller 
active 
The hall governing boards 
(HGB's) of the three campus 
dormitories are quite involved 
for having been instituted less 
than two months ago, accord-· 
ing to various HGB members. 
In the forefront stands the 
DeSmet HGB, one of whose 
representatives, Craig Scott, 
was the first ever to announce 
HGB activities to the General 
Assembly at that group's Octo-
ber 19 meeting. As listed by 
Scott, the DeSmet HGB is cur-
rently planning. a hospitality 
suite for the upcoming Parent 
Weekend. In addition, the 
board is taking collections 
from hall residents to help 
purchase a microwave and is 
planning a tour of the Coors 
brewery. Information for a 
DeSmet directory is being 
compiled by wing represent-
atives, while, in the meantime, 
well-attended movies are 
shown weekly in the DeSmet 
lobby. Also, tomorrow's Boxer 
Bash has been organized large-
ly by the board. 
The West HGB, though 
smaller in number than the 
DeSmet HGB, is deciding the 
extent of its potential course 
of action for the year, accord-
ing to West Hall Resident 
Director Rich Carter, especial-
ly while inventory of dorm 
problems is still being taken. 
Nevertheless, the West board 
took the time to help the Regis 
Circle K International (CKI) 
fund its recent Casino Night by 
paying for the DJ who played, 
and also by helping try to 
locate auction items. West 
HGB president Sarah Love in-
cluded that the board is cur-
rently planning their own 
school-wide dance in cof\junc-
tion with the other two HGB's. 
The board is also a co-sponsor 
of the upcoming Fright Night 
this Saturday. 
Loring Olk, O'Connell Hall 
Resident Director, described 
his hall~s HGB as responsive to 
the desires of the hall resi-
dents. Currently, a Best of 
O'Connell dance is scheduled. 
tentatively for November 14, 
and a ski trip is planned for . 
early December. In addition, 
there will be a variety of 
Christmas activities on each 
floor, as usual, including a gift 
exchange; this year, however, 
the board is arranging for 
an excursion to the local chap-
ter of the welfare foundation, 
St. Vincent de Paul. Olk said 
he would like the board to 
implement events planned 
more by the students than by 
the board alone. 
Ranger of the Week 
Parker gives G .A. a facelift 
by Renee Lee · 
General Assembly has got-
ten a facelift, and thanks to 
Peggy Parker, the new look is 
a sign of better times. 
Peggy, who is a senior and 
an economics major, is vice 
president of the Student 
Executive Board and is 
responsible for overseeing 
General Assembly meetings. 
She says that the reason why 
she ran for vice president was 
to make some changes in the 
structure of the meetings. 
"I attended five meetings 
before I decided to run, and, 
while at two of those meet-
ings, two incidents took place 
that helped me to decide to 
run for office,'' says Peggy. 
Both of the incidents were 
rude outbursts made by mem-
bers who disagreed with a 
vote being made by another 
member of the assembly. 
According to Peggy, the ill-
mannered members laughed 
out loud. 
"I was taken back by that 
because I always pictured 
things to be different. There 
should be a realm of respect 
in a meeting. That's the way agenda is followed so that 
it is in the real world,'' the meetings flow more 
explained Peggy. efficiently. 
Peggysaysshedemandsalot "Attendance is good, par-
of respect when she is speak- ticipation is good and I don't 
ing and says that others feel that people l~ave feeling 
deserve the same respect it was a waste of time," says 
whether you agree or not Peggy. 
with what they are saying. Peggy says that the changes 
Apparently, this courtesy was have been successful because 
not being displayed in prior the whole G.A. has been 
G.A. meetings. According to receptive to them. 
Peggy, in the past, G.A. "I have to work with the 
meetings were nothing more non-apathetic students (the 
than a gathering of friends students involved in G .A. and 
with lots of talking among other organizations) and I 
members in a relaxed setting have to satisfy them and 
where the order of business help them work for what they 
was rushed. want to get accomplished," 
Peggy will be the first to says Peggy. 
admit that she likes to have General Assembly meetings 
fun, but she believes that are a forum for these students 
when there is business to be to be heard, and Peggy says 
accomplished, you get it thatshejustwantsstudentsto 
done, and then have fun. As a understand that they are in 
result, she has created a school to prepare themselves 
more structured meeting: the to function in the real world. 
members now sit in rows, By structuring G.A. meetings 
which has lessened conversa- in the model of real business 
tion not pertaining to the meetings, Peggy says that 
meeting; an informal form students will learn to listen 
of parliamentary procedure and respect the ideas of 
has been introduced; and an others. 
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Peggy Parker, Ranger of the Week 
CI.Areturns 
On Nov. 10, for the second Social Justice is planning a 
yearinarow, Regis College will passive protest of the CIA's 
play host to Central Intelli- stay at Regis. The group plans 
gence Agency recruiters. The on holding a ''peaceful prayer 
word is out that the CIA will vigil," for all of those who 
not endure the unnecessary have ''died at the hands of 
hardship and agitation of try- the CIA,'' says Coalition Presi-
ing to recruit at the Univer- dent Tina Parscal. 
sity of Colorado at Boulder, The Coalition believes that 
but feels that it can improve CIA recruitment should end 
relations at a more mature at Regis, because some CIA 
Mccornn. ck ..... Q ..-ned Regis campus. policies are against the .a.~a.a. As was the case last yea~, motives and objectives of the director of stu dent activities ---th•e•C•o•a•lit.io•n•~•o•r •P•ea•c•e •a•nd_.;.~;.;;a gts;t~;;_~;;_;l!;;_~u;iC;_t ~;_;~~~;~~u;;;:;~;;.;:.t•h•e 
by Craig Scott 
Only a few months after 
taking the job of DeSmet 
Hall resident director, Jim 
McCormick has already been 
appointed to another job -
this time as director of stu-
dent activities. 
McCormick began his new 
role on Monday, Oct. 19, and 
will continue to serve as resi-
dent director until a new 
director is hired. His new posi-
tion is really a brand new one, 
even though some of his duties 
will include those formerly 
under A<>sistant Vice president 
for StudentLife Sally Ryan. 
Among McCormick's 
responsibilities are event 
organization, Parent Week-' 
end, orientation, and advising 
of various groups on campus. 
The ''advising role for student 
activities is a big thrust" 
said McCormick. He will assist 
executive board and general 
assembly a great deal and with 
his degree in journalism, 
McCormick thinks he might be 
able to assist the various 
media-related organizations 
on campus as well. 
The creation of the new 
job is something for which 
McCormick has pushed. "It 
was something I wanted," 
pointed out McCormick. 
Among his qualifications are 
his degree from U.N .C., six 
years of residence life exper-
ience and Director of campus 
Chemistry magic show next week 
by Beth Stone 
"This year is special!" 
exclaims Dr. James Giulianelli, 
a professor of chemistry here 
at Regis, ''Because a lot is hap-
pening in chemistry - on 
both the national and the local 
scene.'' In observance of 
November's upcoming Na-
tional Chemistry Day, Dr. 
Giulianelli and the Chemistry 
club of Regis College will be 
putting on their third annual 
Chemistry Magic Show on 
Wednesday, Nov. 4 at 4 p.m. in 
the Science Amphitheater. 
This magic show will be a 
special edition in the Math-
Science Lecture series. Each 
semester, various outside 
and on-campus speakers are 
hosted to lecture in the series, 
so that students interested in 
scientific fields might achieve 
a more rounded education, 
and also so that an awareness 
of science might be stimu-
lated in the general lay stu-
dent body. Chemistry has 
often been called "the cen-
tral science'', so it is important 
in this series as a basic element 
(no pun intended) of virtually 
every scientific field. 
Th.e upcoming magic show 
will showcase the jazzier, 
more theatrical side of 
chemistry. Dr. Giulianelli will 
perform some of his own 
chemical "illusions" and 
Chemistry club members will 
stage their own wizardly 
demonstrations as well. Dr. 
Giulianelli advises everyone 
to, ''come early to avoid the 
cheap seats up front where 
the death-defying action will 
take place,'' because ''some-
times the things that don't go 
right are as interesting as 
those that do.'' However, he 
also encourages those who 
like to live dangerously to sit 
up front because he promises 
to demonstrate how a super-
conductor works, and he will 
also reveal ''the truth about 
air pollution.'' As an added 
incentive, cookies, punch and 
free souvenirs will be dis-
tributed while supplies last. 
The next edition ·of the 
Math-Science Lecture Series 
will feature Mr. Joseph 
Levisky, head of the Thxicol-
ogy/Pathology labs at St. 
Francis Hospital in Colorado 
Springs, Colo. His topic will be 
Chemistry and Crime, and he 
will be discussing the use of , 
chemistry in solving actual 
murder cases. This lecture 
will be held in the Science 
Amphitheater on Wednesday, 
Nov. 18 at 4 p.m. 
activities at Northwestern 
Colorado Community College 
in Rangely. He was also very 
active in student government 
and programming during his 
years at U.N .C. 
The idea of programming is 
one of McCormick's biggest 
concerns. He hopes to set up 
a system that utilizes more 
individuals in organizing cam-
pus activities. Among his ideas 
are to have a programming 
board as part of student 
government and to get in-
volved with the National 
Association of Campus Activ-
ities in order to get some inex-
pensive, but recognized, 
national talent on campus. • , 
Among his other goals are to 
''beef-up'' existing clubs, push 
for more campus organiz<--
tions, see faculty and staff 
become involved as sponsors, 
and direct the leadership pro-
gram effectively. McCormick 
also hopes to have some kind 
of leadership conference at 
some future time to begin 
dealing with campus prob-
lems such as apathy. 
McCormick seems to bring 
a fresh and energetic punch 
to his new role. He will also 
continue to serve as intra-
mural director and will remain 
in DeSmet until a new hall 
director is hired. His new 
offices are in the residence life 
department on the second 
floor of the student center. 
What Kind of Weekend 
Would Parents Like? ',. 
t' ' 
November 6-8, 1987 
Good To See You Again! 
from The Director of Community Relations 
and the ~tudent .Executive Board 
On Campus 
Lately 
Julie Ford had a good time 
at a recent party. Ask fellow 
partiers Marcie Hanson, 
Lee Smith and Mary 
Fitzpatrick. 
Old faces keep popping up in 
the area. Among those seen 
recently are Doug Biolchini, 
Mary Ann Lehmkuhle, Rich 
Tafoya, Sara Holzberl~in 
and Mike Mosher. They just 
can't stay away. 
Among those attending the 
Scott Bennett performance 
in the pub last week were 
Melissa Coram, Lisa Heas-
ton, Rob Albano and 
Kathleen Beutner. But all 
were disappointed when 
Missy Castelli did not do her 
special dance. 
Among those attending a 
recent Circle K International 
training conference were 
Leanne Hamilton, Keith 
Eich and Jeanne Nelson. 
Whoops, West I • • ll does have 
a newsletter: The West; Hall 
Rag. Rich Carter says it is 
even better than the others. 
Dave Card, why do you 
have such puffy cheeks? 
IM volleyball begins soon, 
and the defending champions 
led by Leslie Faron and 
Kel Kabance look to be 
strong again. 
Have St. Louis Cardinal 
fans like Eric Hemmer, Jim 
Terschluse and Vicky Parato 
fallen into deep depression 
following the World Series 
loss to the Twinkies? 
If you have suggestions for 
incidents to include in On 
Campus Lately, please submit 
them to the Brown and Gold, 
211 Student Center. 
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·Papa C. Speaks 
by Craig Scott 
I love parent weekend 
Good. Parent Weekend is almost here - and this is one of 
my favorite weekends of the whole year. I like it - not because 
I think mom and dad are going to show up with a new sports 
car for me; nor because I get mom and dad to meet that special 
someone. Actually, mom and dad aren't bringing me a new car. 
In fact, I'll be lucky if they don't take back the family Olds-
mobile I've got now. And as for that special someone, well 
that may be a reality for some, but for Papa C it is only 
a fantasy. 
Actually, there are three reasons why I like Parent Week-
end - and I'm sure you can appreciate them also. The food 
will suddenly h Pcome quite good at SAGA. It is as though 
St. Peter himself comes down and miraculously converts the 
place into a little slice of heaven for a few days. Anyway, you 
can pretty much bet we won't be having turkey tetrazini when 
our parents are here! 
And for us on-campus dwellers, suddenly our bathrooms, 
lobbies and hallways will be filled with the sweet aroma that 
only housekeeping can give them. What, no more tobacco in 
the water fountain? Where did last week's partially digested 
"party favors" that have been floating in the sink disappear 
to? Hey, .;;tall number two works! Look, I can walk in the stair-
well b<1refooted and not get stuck to that stuff on the floor 
anymore. Yes, who needs someone special when fantasies like 
these can all come true. And it will happen next weekend. 
And suddenly, I will find I have many more friends than I 
ever imagined. People who used to speak to me with a grunt 
will soon be exclaiming, "Hi, are these your parents? They 
look so young! How nice to meet you. Are you headed out to 
dinner? My parents didn't come up, but you have a nice time. 
I think I'll go finish my shredded wheat." Just don't try this 
with my family. When we go out, it is to Wendy's - and we 
probably won't buy your french fries. · 
B':~ to ?e honest, I guess what I like more than anything is 
to VISit With the folks and give them a taste of my second home 
and my second family here at Regis. We all complain about the 
food, the dorm life, the people, the costs, etc. - but I still 
think we find a sense of family here at Regis. Parent Weekend 
is a time to allow our real families to share in that experience. 
So let's make Parent Weekend really special this year and take 
part in all that has been planned for us. 
,, ' 
P.S. Be sure to take advantage of the good food clean facili-
ties, and free dinners while you can!!! ' 
:=~~~~ 
:_::;,__; 
On the Edge 
by Renee Lee 
Is there such a thing as ''cat time''? 
Cat instincts. 
It's 6 a.m., Monday morning, the day after a fun-filled 
weekend with late nights or rather early mornings. All I want 
to do is sleep another 30 minutes after my designated wake up 
call, and then, maybe another 30 minutes after that. 
Mmmm ... but the bed is sooo warm and I'm sleeping 8000 
good ... maybe I'll skip school today. Yeah, I think that'swhat 
I'll do. Mmmm ... my pillow is sooo soft. Zzzz! Zzzz! 
Five minutes later. 
Meow! Meow! Get your wet nose out of my face Dexter! Meow! 
Meow! Get your#@! paws out of my hair Th.d!! Meow meow , , 
meow, meow! It's 6:05a.m. I know this not because my clock 
reads 6:05a.m., but because my two cats are disrupting my 
sleep. One is. painstakingly standing on my chest (he only 
weighs 13 to 15 pounds!) and the other is playing in my hair like 
it is a pile of loose strands of yarn! This is their way of saying 
''Good morning! Now, get your lazy body out of bed and feed 
us breakfast." 
As you can see, an alarm clock is no longer necessary in my 
home. My husband must awaken to the same wake up call at 
5 a.m. and their message is the same. But, you see, my husband 
ignores their pleas and leaves to work without feeding them 
their meaty, beef and liver Friskies Buffet. So, an hour later, 
I get this annoying wake up call, which gets worse the hungrier 
they are. Sometimes they nibble at my toes and most of the time 
they stand right over my ear and meow until I have no choice 
but to wake up. 
On the weekends, the cats are a little more lenient. They will 
let us sleep until9 or 10 a.m. before they will attack. How they 
know the difference between the weekdays and the weekend 
I'll never know. ' 
But I do, however, believe that they must have some concep-
tion of time. They may not know days as Monday, Wednesday, 
or Saturday, or the time of the day as 12:15 p.m. or 6:05a.m., 
but they somehow know Monday through Friday are days that 
my husband and I need to be up early to do something (par-
ticularly, to feed them breakfast) and that Saturday and 
Sunday are not-so-importan ·.,....days. 
But who am I to say, maybe they do know about human time 
and maybe it is the same as cat time. There is one thing I do 
know for sure. I wish they would conceive of Monday as a Satur-
day or Sunday. 
CIA earning to Regis 
Dear Editor, 
The campus Peace and Social Justice Coalition sincerely 
asks Regis to take notice of their moral and social responsibili-
ties and bar the C.I.A. from recruiting on campus. We feel 
that the funding and training of contras to torture, rape and 
murder civilians in Central America is both unethical and 
inh':mane. ~Y allowing the C.I.A. to recruit on campus, is 
RegiS suggestmg that they take no concern in the future careers 
of their students? If so, why bother to educate us in the 
first place? 
. According to the Community in Action group at the Univer-
Sity of Boulder, ''it makes no difference that the actual C.I.A. 
recruiters may or may not have personally killed anybody, or 
that the actual job in the C.I.A .. a given student may apply for 
may or may not involve killing people. The agency murders 
people, and assist murderers, from the engineer to the Clerk, 
from the physicist to the translator, much in the same way as 
all support jobs in the Gestapo or the Staats Sicherheitsdlenst 
(S.S;~ made murder of millions of people possible forty years 
ag~. . ~ere may be a very fine line between these agencies 
actiVIties and the activities of the C.I.A., but what about the 
~azi school system compared to ours? 1 would only hope there 
lS a world of difference. 
~f the C.I.A. is not disinvited from recruiting at Regis there 
will be a protest on campus Nov. 10 at 12:30 p.m. All are called 
to. take heed of their moral obligation and protest. Please com-
mit no murder by apathy. 
Sincerely, 
Hilaire Geyer 
Editorial Staff 
· Craig Scott, Editor-in-Chief 
Kim Connelly, Sports/Circulation 
Kevin Norris, Photography 
Shan Foti, Maria Funk, Advertising 
-
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Radisson scandal cammunity issue What abaut the C.I.A. at Hegu;'l 
It really saddens me that the recent Radisson scandal has 
seemed to raise only the following questions from students: 
will there be a Sadie Hawkins? If so, where? Will we be allowed 
to drink at future dances? At the latest General Assembly 
meeting, certain individuals addressed these issues and 
delivered incredibly powerful lines bordering on school 
patriotism; no definite action was decided. All eyes turned to 
the Social Relations Director for answers; no definite answers 
were given there, either. This is not surprising, as it is not the 
Social Relations Director's responsibility nor her duty to 
ensure alcoholism among the students. Nevertheless, she has 
received the brunt of complaints from on campus and off. 
What most students fail to realize is that our sociality is not 
what has been harmed: that small minority can still party 
irresponsibly whenever they like. It is, rather, our relationship 
with the Denver community that has been hurt the most. This 
is not a social issue; indeed, it is a community issue. Th think 
otherwise is to avoid the growing problem altogether. 
In this light it is seen that the questions most people fail to 
ask yet should be asking are: what do our parents think about 
this? How will the community of Denver treat us? How can we, 
like adults, overcome the problem that a group of juvenile 
students has created for us? 
The Social Relations Director has done all she can to apolo-
gize and cover for that tiny minority in a monetary sort of 
way. Now somebody on the General Assembly has suggested 
making further amends to the managers of the particular 
hotel that was disgraced - kissing up to them, so to speak, so 
that they will host dances for us in the future. Knee-bending 
and begging, however, have never seemed to me to be ideal-
istic solutions to such problems as we have here, especially 
now when there is much more at stake than whether or not 
a few whining students can keep having their traditional 
Sadie's stuff at nice hotels. 
I remember in the Spring semester of this year I was cam-
paigning for office when, in front of an assembly of interested 
peers, the question was asked of me: how to deal with a 
minority of students that make a bad name for Regis in the 
Denver community? My response was then what I still hold to 
be true today: the remaining majority of students must fight 
to overshadow the little minority and leave a good name for 
Regis in its wake. In addition, I now add, that same minority 
should be addressed in terms of why they do what they do, and 
how can the rest of us help them? 
The first ot: these solutions can be healthily accomplished 
with a strong impressive dose of student involvement within 
various segments of the Denver community. Currently, stu-
dents are involved with Denver Public School tutoring, area 
peace and justice rallies, community service organizations 
such as Circle K International and Christian Life Community -
but this should only be the beginning. More group involvement 
is needed with Denver businesses and organizations. I am 
more than willing to assist with any creative and positive ideas 
to help the community and to help Regis regain an image 
worth upholding, but I first need the support and sincere desire 
of the students to do so. 
The latter solution can be accomplished through positive 
peer pressure, on-campus self-help groups, and the Jesuit 
community. Those General Assembly members who spoke up 
a week and a half ago, if they really meant what they said, 
should be among the first to instigate positive peer pressure 
on a daily basis. Self-help groups, which constitute another 
form of positive pressure, are currently supplied by Franciscan 
Fr. Adam Bunnell, Campus Ministry, and the Career and 
Counseling office. Still, however, perhaps some organizations 
might want to offer some kind of support group on a weekly 
basis; sponsor workshops for one of their two annual service 
projects; maybe even supply transportation for drunk studen~s 
as a community service. If the Jesuits were serious about thlS 
they might even take the time to start some massive campai~. 
In these ways we can aid the community of today and ass1st 
in ensuring a better community tomorrow- and it's not just 
a lot of hot air which seems to be in high supply right about 
now. This is where we should focus our energies for the t~e 
being until the school realizes we cannot be mired down m 
Dionysian tradition so much that it causes us to forget about 
our own students, our own community, and the future of both. 
Paul Hiller 
Director of Community Relations 
Dear Editor, 
Once again, there is turmoil and controversy concerning the 
Central Intelligence Agency's presence on the Regis campus 
for recruiting purposes. Rumors are beginning to surface, 
concerning what kind of welcome the CIA recruiters will be 
given. Now that it is evident that the CIA is not planning on 
recruiting at the University of Colorado, will Regis become 
the next battleground of CIA protestors? I think and hope not. 
I personally feel safer having graduates of Regis College 
making their living in the CIA. I feel that unlike many state-
run schools, every Regis student has substantial grounding in 
the areas of ethics, morals, and values. We are taught that 
along with having successful careers, we should give some-
thing back to the community. Our goal is not just to line our 
pockets with money, but to do something that lines everyone's 
pockets with money equally. By the time we leave this 
campus, we should be filled with feelings of goodness, justice, 
and righteousness. 
The CIA is a necessary entity which cannot be avoided in a 
world in which (in the immortal words of Dr. Thrry Schmidt) 
all economic, military, and political power is diffused. Con-
trary to common belief, the Agency is more than an organiza-
tion for the planning and implementing of coups! The Agency 
is basically an information gathering arm of the government. 
The CIA, with its infinite powers of observation, is able to 
keep track of selected developments in the Middle East, Asia, 
and Central America. 
With all of its. importance, we should still be highly critical 
of CIA operations. We've seen the American/CIA debacles of 
the Bay of Pigs, 1973 Chile, and who exactly knows what 
atrocities are going on in Nicaragua. Isn't it about time Amer-
ica faced up to the fact that we cannot solve every problem in 
the world by ourselves? Someday a Regis grad will change all 
of this. Shouldn't we at least give him/her a chance? 
Sincerely, 
Anthony Rogers 
Response to Young Dem rebuttal 
Dear Editor, 
I'm writing to clear up a few points that Ms. Stewart and Ms. 
Foti tried to make against Mr. Kirby's editorial of Oct. 1. 
First of all, I found Ms. Stewart's approach of insults and name-
calling an Un:m.ature wa'J to adO.ress an issue. No one minds if 
you disagree with an individual, but let's be mature enough to 
argue the issue at hand instead of bringing it down to a per-
sonal level. Also, if you are going to use and critique a quote of 
an individual, you should be careful to understand and 
include the entire quote. Mr. Kirby stated, ''Call me a bleeding 
heart liberal that is estranged and believes that money shoulq 
go into education and not into nuclear bombs.'' In her response, 
Ms. Stewart insinuated that Mr. Kirby wasn't aware of politics 
because he promoted such a transfer of funds without con-
sideration of how or if it could be done. However, I believe 
that Mr. Kirby was quite aware of this since he qualified him-
self as a ''bleeding heart liberal,'' , because the term refers to 
an individual who believes that something should be done 
because he believes it is right, not because of its political 
feasibility. 
Secondly, both Ms. Stewart and Ms. Foti tried to make it 
seem as though Mr. Kirby was being ''unAmerican'' about his 
Young Democrats meeting. If you'll recall, Mr. Kirby's invita-
tion was quite the contrary because he invited those ''who 
care about some issues and our future.'' I might add that 
even if Mr. Kirby had only invited Democrats, it would have 
been perfectly acceptable since it was, after all, a Young 
Dems. meeting. 
1 know Mr. Kirby's joke, ''By the way, just because your 
parents are republicans, luckily it's not genetically inherited, 
you can change,'' offended some republicans. Well, Mr. Kirby's 
joke was valid. I can't tell you how many times I've gotten 
the response from Regis students, "Well, my parents are 
republicans - I guess I am too,'' to the question as to which 
party the person is affiliated. See, Mr. Kirby was not ''devaluing 
the role of the American family" as Ms. Foti suggested. He 
was only disputing the popular belief at Regis that party affilia-
tion is something either genetically acquired or inherited. He 
was stating that college students should choose their political 
view after evaluation and consideration instead of blindly 
accepting them. 
Mr. Kirby's humor which Ms. Foti called "futile" is categor-
ized as sarcasm, and many of us ef\ioyed it thoroughly. 
I believe Mr. Kirby's editorial was very truthful and legiti-
mate; however, I'm not so sure Ms. Foti's and Ms. Stewart's 
complaints were. But, since I believe in our first amendment 
rights, I'm not going to ask either of them to ''sit down.'' But, 
I will say that perhaps the truth in Mr. Kirby's article hurt 
a little ... 
Sincerely, 
Kim Connelly 
Classified 
Ads 
SERVICES 
Abbie's Typing. High Quality 
Professional. Word Processing. 
Call 426-6338. 
Word Processing: term 
papers, resumes, reason-
able rates, much more -
call ANOTHER ALTERNA-
TIVE 761-8626. 
RESEARCH PAPERS 
16,278 to choose from -all subjects 
Order Catalog Today wtth Visa/MC or COD 
800-351-0222 
in Calif. I213147HI226 
Or, rush $2.00 to: Research Aaal•tence 
113:?i IdahO Ave. 1206-SN, Los Angetts. CA 90025 
Custom research also available-ail levels 
HELP WANTED 
Assemble products at home. 
(You'll love it.) Excellent pay. 
For info. call 312-741-8400 
Ext. E-299. 
HIRING: Governmentjobs-
your areas. $15,000-$68,000. 
Call,(602) 838-8885. Ext. 4377. 
OTHER 
Two rooms for rent. Female 
only. No smoking, alcohol or 
drugs. Call 429-334 7 or 
429-6574. {lt-5) 
Our policy 
We will make every effort to 
print all editorials submitted. 
However, we reserve the right 
not to print any editorial that 
does not contain a signature, 
address and phone number. 
Controversial editorials are 
subject to verification. We 
reserve the right not to print 
distasteful editorials, and 
printed editorials do not 
necessarily reflect the views of 
the Brown and Gold. 
PUZZLE SOLLJfiON 
SPARirori'PITOAD T I R E fE+Rfjf I 0 L E 
A N E T Tif& L E 0 N 
RESIDftliilreASSET 
-RO SA GE-
rATe HTE T A B U LA T Ei 
rsiH E•T A eM•~ o 01 
PTITNNACLE PEOJN 
-ERIE TO·-
GADGET,RELATE 
ALEAI'Vsfe'"IIDOL BEAT fl'f"Ets TALK 
SERE 'Ntfl ERAS "-'-"'--~ 
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New twist in internship program offers $1000 scholarship 
The Internship program at 
Regis provides a useful mech-
anism for many students to 
gain some part-time experi-
ence during the academic 
year with the intellectual 
stimulation of working on a 
research project. Intellectual 
rewards aside, these experi-
ences may also enhance the 
strength of an individual's 
subsequent application for a 
job, or to graduate or profes-
sional school. 
This year Regis has a new 
twist to add to spring-
FRESHMAN CLASS 
MANDATORY MEETING 
November lOth 
9 p.m. 
In The Pub 
FREE PIZZA 
Beer 75¢ 
Earn Extra 
Cash 
Work The Autumn 
Thlefund 
Nov. 9-19 
Mon-Thurs 6 p.m.-9 p.m. 
$3.35 per hour 
Application & Interview 
By Thlephone 
Call 458-3535 
semester internships. If a stu-
dent is doing a project that is 
in any way related to bio-
medical research, he or she is 
eligible for a $1,000 scholar-
ship. (Students are required 
to register for an internship in 
order to apply for the scholar-
ship, and conversely can obvi-
ously go ahead and do an 
internship even if you don't 
get a scholarship.) 
We have three of these 
scholarships to award, and the 
guidelines are quite simple: 
1. Any full-time Regis stu-
dent is elible to apply. (Stu-
dents need not be a pre-health 
sciences student.) 
6. The deadline for applying 
is Monday, December 7, 1987-
Students should submit the 
following typewritten mate-
rials to one of the members of 
the selection committee: a) a 
description of the project and 
its significance, no more than 
ten pages long, and written to 
be understandable to non-
experts in the field; b) the 
curriculum vitae of the spon-
sor or mentor; c) a copy of 
your transcript; d) an ab-
stract of the student's pro-
posal, no more than 200 words 
in length. 
7 . The recipient will be 
expected to submit a written 
report and present a seminar 
at the conclusion of the 
project. 
The committee will cons·ct 
both the significance of 
1 
ehr 
. eac 
proJect proposed, as well 
its feasibility, in terms ~ 
the nature of the project th 
qualifications of the studen~ 
and the qualifications of 
the sponsor. 
''We hope that many of th 
students will apply for th'e ~cholarship. If they are thin~ 
mg about applying w 
- , e 
encourage them to talk to any 
member of the selection com-
mittee; we all have ideas about 
possible projects and sponsors, 
and _would be happy to discuss 
them with students,'' said Pre-
Health Science AC. 1~or, 
Jack Nolte. 
2. The scholarship is to be 
used to support a student 
doing a biomedical research 
project, using the term "bio-
medical" in its broadest 
sense. Thus, projects in the 
areas of biological or chemical 
laboratory research, epidemi-
ology, public health or medical 
ethics would all be eligible. 
Career 1 Service6 
Novent>er 2 Northwestenl Mutual Life All majors 
Novent>er 4 state Farm rnsuranoe AC,BI\,!A 
Novent>er 5 K-Mart Apparel All except />£ 
3. The project should entail 
a minimum of ten hours of 
work per week for the entire 
spring semester. 
Novent>er 10 Central Intelligeooe J>qercy Tll.l\ 
Novent>er 12 Moontain Bell Tll.l\ 
4. The research can be con-
ducted anywhere in the Den-
ver area. It doesn't need to be 
done here at Regis, and the 
sponsor need not be a member 
of the Regis faculty. However, 
there must be a sponsor or 
mentor for the project. 
Alcohol petition 
presented to G.A. 
5. The selection committee 
for the scholarship is com-
posed of Dr. Clyde Currie 
(Biology), Dr. Gene Delay 
(Psychology), Dr. Ron DiSanto 
(Philosophy) and Dr. Jack 
Nolte (Pre-Health Sciences). 
Over 50 individuals attend-
ed the Oct. 19 general 
assembly meeting - many of 
them in support of the alcohol 
pe tition which was presented. 
David Woessner and Jeff 
Wentworth, the two behind 
the drive, spoke to the 
legislative body about the 
Celebrate 
National 
Chemistry Day 
Dr. James Giulianelli 
and 
The Chemistry Club 
on Wed. Nov. 4, 1987 
at 4:00p.m. 
Science Amphitheatre 
Regis College 
Regis College 
EXCELLESCE IS THE JESUT TRADtn('l:\" 
Free souvenirs 
while 
supplies last 
proposed change. The G.A. 
responded with a number of 
suggestions and generally 
were positive toward the pro-
posal. However, no action was 
taken on the issue. 
The G.A. also spent time 
discussing the recent events 
at Fall Frolic and other past 
incidents of student damage 
to various facilities. Recom-
mendations were made by a 
number of individuals on 
how to help avoid future prob-
lems. The executive board is 
still in the process of determin-
ing what will happen to 
known vandals at the recent 
Fall Frolic. They will keep the 
G.A. updated. 
Other agenda items in-
cluded information on the 
upcoming telefund, Thanks-
giving ski trip, and the G.A 
reception during Parent 
Weekend. 
Following announcements 
concerning Wednesday Bar 
Nights and DeSmet HGB 
activities, the meeting was 
adjourned. The next meeting 
is scheduled for Monday, 
Nov. 2, 9:00 p.m. in the fac-
ulty lounge. 
Let's Get Personal ... 
With a PERSONAL AD in the 
. ~ROWN and GOLD 
An mexpens1ve method t. . . or JUSt lettmg someone know how you feel! 
a~~~t~~;·m. BROWN and GOLD 
.................................. 1 ............... 21•1•S•tu•d•en•t•C•en•t•er .. 4.58.-.41•5•2 .......... .-.J 
your room. All of a sudden 
there's a scream. Panic-
stricken, you run next door to 
:('_~.~ your ro Pmnate. Pounding on 
V the door and receiving no 
eater 
opens 
Nov. 5 
The Regis College Theater 
opens its 1987-88 season, Nov. 
5 through 14, with "An Even-
ing of Theater,'' a selection of 
one-act plays that will include 
The Dumbwaiter by Harold 
Pinter and A Marriage Pro-
posal by Anton Chekhov. All 
performances, under the 
direction of John McDonald, 
will feature an all-Regis cast 
including Hilary Guyer and 
Theresa M. Regan in The 
Dumbwaiter, and Amy 
Flaherty and David Walsh and 
Mark Alexander in A Mar-
riage Proposal. 
Written in the 1880's, 
Chekhov's farcical comedy 
ridicules the hypocrisy of two 
bourgeois Russian families 
who arrange a loveless mar-
riage in order to manipulate a 
sale of land. 
Harold Pinter, England's 
1'>()1'>\llai" ·contemporary play-
wright, is best known for his 
"comedy of menace" in which 
a sub-stratum of terror lurks 
just below the surface of his 
rough, fast-paced dialogue. 
The Dumbwaiter was first 
performed in 1960. 
Regarding his selection of 
plays for this year's inaugural 
presentation, McDonald said, 
"I chose one-acts because 
they will allow a larger num-
ber of students to take on 
leading roles, and I chose com-
edies because of the success of 
last season's H. M.S. Pinafore. 
I hope we can maintain the 
momentum we built last year.'' 
Performances will be held in 
the O'Sullivan Center on 
Thursdays, Fridays and Satur-
days at 8 pm. General admis-
sion is $5 and $3 for Regis 
students faculty and staff as 
well as senior citizens. 
response, you break through 
and find that she's gone. What 
could be happening? As you 
run downstairs, you notice 
that everything is pitch black. 
Where is everyone? More 
screams. Entering the lounge 
you see creatures of all kinds. 
Then it hits you. It's Oct. 31, 
Halloween. 
The third annual West hall 
Fright Night happens on the 
31st from 9 p.m. until 7 a.m. 
The event, which is free to all 
students, is complete with all 
the food you can eat, and non-
alcoholic beverages, and in-
cludes showings of all-night 
horror movies. This Halloween 
extravaganza is in cooperation 
with the Executive Board, 
campus security, Telecom-
munications, Murray Dis-
tributors, SAGA/Marriott, 
Anheuser Busch, the West hall 
R.A.'s and R.D.'s, the Hall 
Governing Board and the 
Wellness center. 
As you're walking around 
on campus, you pass a friend 
and say a cordial ''hello'' to 
them. Wait a minute, you sud-
denly realize that the person 
you just passed was wearing 
nothing but his cotton briefs, 
and immediately ahead of you 
are a group of people in only 
boxers and underwear. Out 
from the bushes jump the 
Fruit-of-the-Loom guys and 
ask, ''Hey man, are you going 
to DeSmet's Boxer Bash?" 
Occuring Oct. 31 in the Pub 
from 8 p.m. until12 a.m. will 
be the first time this event is 
to be held. A charge of $2 will 
be asked to enter this gala 
event. Students will be given 
two free beers and an en-
joyable evening to dance their 
"pants off." 
Is it going to be Steak Night, 
Mexican Night, what delicious 
entree will SAGA be serving 
tonight asks the unsuspecting 
victim. Unaware of the danger 
which lies ahead, the eerie 
feeling that something is not 
quite right hangs over your 
head like a guillotine ready to 
drop. Arriving at SAGA you 
expect to see the usual crowd 
of people. Not so. Freddy 
Krueger greets you with a 
fiendish smile, Dracula and 
the Wolfman are paired off. 
This is not the group of people 
that you hang out with at 
Regis. 
The baseball team's Monster 
Mash Bash held tonight in 
SAGAfrom8p.m. until12a.m. 
is featuring a lip sine contest 
(entry fee of $10.00) with a 
first prize of $50. This eve-
ning's dance will cost $5.50 
for singles, and $8.50 for 
couples. The money made 
from the dance will go to 
the baseball's team trip to Los 
Angeles in the spring. 
Driving on Highway 25 to 
Boulder, craving that delicious 
mouth watering yogurt only 
Penguins can provide, you 
head for Pearl Street. Know-
ing that you'll soon be able to 
satisfy your sweet tooth, you 
exit off the off ramp hoping 
that today's specialty is 
peanut butter - a flavor that 
weakens your whole insides. 
Noticing that Boulder is aw-
fully crowded this evening, 
you think to yourself, "I don't 
mind sharing the street with 
ghouls? monsters? and oh my 
gosh - Jason from Friday the 
13th.'' You park your car and 
get out next to Madonna ac-
companied by her date Bon 
J ovi. Could it be that everyone 
had a craving for Penguins? 
No! You enter Penguins and 
catch a glimpse of Elvira con-
versing with Thny Pena at a 
table in the corner, you walk 
over to him and ask, 
''Shouldn't you be in St. Louis 
with the other teammates?'' 
"Hell no, and miss the Mall 
Crawl!'' 
Estimated by 20/20 to have 
been the largest party in the 
world, with over 30,000 peo-
ple, the Mall Crawl hanpens 
every year on Oct. 31. 
West Hall Presents 
3rd Annual 
FRIGHTNIG 
In Support of Alcohol Awareness Week 
October 31st 
9 p.m.-7 a.m. 
West Hall Lounge 
All Night FilmS 
Including: The E:rorcist, Glwstbu,ster'S, 
and Many Others 
FREE FOOD & DRINK 
Midnight Raffle 
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ACROSS 
1 Mast 
5 Plunge 
8 Frog 
12 Weary 
13 Transgress 
14 Unemployed 
15 Dillseed 
16 Sign ol 
zodiac 
17 Gaseous 
element 
18Dwell 
20 Hunting dog 
22 Artificial 
language 
23 Wise person 
24 Pain 
27 Form into a 
synopsis 
31 That woman 
COUfGE PRESS SBIIIICE 
32 Article ol 
furniture 
33Court 
34Summlt 
36 Mexican laborer 
37 Great Lake 
38 Aslar as 
39 Contrivance: 
sl. 
42 Tell 
46 Name lor 
Athena 
47 Employ 
49 Object ol 
devotion 
50 Whip 
51 Legal matters 
52 Speech 
53 Withered 
54 Snare 
55 Pitching slats. 
DOWN 
The 
Weekly 
Crossword 
Puzzle 
1 Heavenly body 
2 Evergreen tree 
3Wargod 
5 Erase: printing 
6 Anger 
7 Likely 
8 False show 
9 Poems 
....--r;;--..n...,..-, 10 Century plant 
11 Depression 
4 Retreat 
19 Fulfill 
":":"'"t-+-+--l 21 Chills and fever 
'-rt-+-+--l 23 Valuable fur 
f1' 24 Snake 
25 Greek letter 
r-t-+-+--1 26 Chicken 
27 Habitually silent 
28 Veneration 
29 Also 
30 Vast age 
32 Biblical weed 
"''':r""t-+--l 35 Nullify 
36 Courteous 
-+-+--l 38 Symbol lor 
tellurium 
39 Chatters: 
colloq. 
40 Toward shelter 
41 Loved one 
r.-&-t-+-+--1 42 Remainder 
43 Hebrew month 
44 Weight of India 
45 Antlered 
animals 
48 Diocese 
WANTED: 
ENTHUSIASTIC, HARD· 
WORKING STUDENTS 
FOR PUBLIC RELATIONS 
INTERNSHIP PROGRAM. 
• GAIN FIRST·HAND P.R. 
EXPERIENCE 
• LEARN THE INS AND OUTS OF 
A NON-PROFIT PUBLIC RELA· 
liONS DEPARTMENT 
• ADD TO YOUR RESUME, PORT· 
FOLIO, AND MORE IMPOR· 
TANTLY YOUR P.R. SKILLS 
Requirements: Students must be 
enrolled in college program, 
preferably in P.R., Communication Arts, 
or Journalism, and willing to commit 
etween 16 and 40 hours per week. 
IF YOU OR SOMEONE YOU 
KNOW FITS THIS DESCRIP. 
TION, PLEASE CONTACT 
LYNN MONTROSE, EX· 
PERIENTIAL EDUCATION, 
LOYOLA 26, X4943 or LORA 
Win, ASSISTANT DIRECTOR 
OF PUBLIC RELATIONS, 
575-5929. 
The Denver Art 
Museum Needs 
YOU! 
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NationWide enrolhnent said to rise 
again this fall 
Pizza vandals plague 
University of Missouri 
COLUMBIA, MO (CPS) -
Residents of "Greek Row" at 
the University of Missouri are 
terrorizing pizza delivery peo-
ple, smashing headlights and 
stealing merchandise, pizza 
parlor managers and drivers 
charged last week. 
The pizza managers said the 
police, when called, fail to 
take the problem seriously. 
''They look into it for about iO 
minutes,'' said Thny Stewart, 
who manages Domino's Pizza. 
Greek Life director Cathy 
Scroggs and Todd Johnson, 
president of the lntrafrater-
nity Council, said they were 
unaware of any vandalism 
problem in Greektown. 
OPEN FOR YOUR DINING PLEASURE 
S*ocl Ard Jir~-tlot'\a.L CM.isi"--e..-
477-5747 
TAKE-OUT IS ALSO AV AIT~ABLE 477-5747 
We are open 7 Days a week • lC:OO a.m. untillO:OO p.m. 
3464 W. 32nd Ave. 
1/2 block east of Lowell 
Select your own 
Fresh Seafood 
for your meal 
Specialties include: 
•Shrimp 
•Squid 
•Scallops 
•Clams 
• Red Snapper 
r -------------
Please present 
this coupon for 
10°/oOFF 
Your total 
Bill 
Expires 12-15-87 
Mlehael W. ThoJUas, DGM.D. 
Faaally Deatlstry 
We Cater 
To Cowards 
5007 Lowell Boulc\'ard 
Dcn\"cr, CA>lorudo 80221 ( 303) 455-6333 
is that enrollment is not enrollments, while 3 - Iowa, Stephens College admissions 
decreasing. Our hunch is that Montana and Alaska- expect officers cited the same rea-
it's up," said Elaine El-Khawas modest decreases. Thn states 
of the American Council have not yet filed their 
on Education. head counts. 
Smaller schools as well as Although data are not yet 
huge megaversities seem to be available for private schools, 
increasing in size. Giants like Paul Goodwin of the National 
the universities of Texas, Association of Independent 
Oklahoma, IndianaandMichi- Colleges and Universities 
gan State have reported (NAICU) asserted, "the 
enrollment hikes in recent demographers are wrong." 
weeks. "We keep hearing about 
So have other campuses - enrollment increases at the 
public and private - like more selective institutions, 
Christopher Newport College and the number of applica-
(in Virginia), the universities tions to private institutions 
of New Orleans and Portland was up last year. But we don't 
(Ore.) and Illinois Wesleyan. know about the thousands of 
None of it was supposed to private schools not in the top 
happen. echelons yet," Goodwin said. 
Demographers predicted Scattered reports suggest 
college body counts would fall some of those smaller private 
15 to 20 percent through this colleges also are doing well. 
decade because there are Oklahoma Baptist Univer-
fewer 18-to-21 yearolds- the sity's enrollment rose 8.5 
people who typically go to percent, for example, while 
college - in the population. St. Olaf College, an indepen-
Fortheseventhstraightfall, dent campus in Minnesota, 
however, the decline has not broke its 1981 enrollment rec-
materialized. ord this fall. 
In fact, enrollment has College Bound, a higher 
increased. ''Instead of education newsletter, report-
declines in enrollment, many ed last week that many top 
campus presidents are having colleges were flooded with 
to think about limiting enroll- applications and never had to 
ment,'' said Allan W. Ostar, admit students from their 
president of the American waiting lists this year. 
Association of State Colleges Campuses, various experts 
and Universities (AASCU). say, can thank "older" stu-
The Thxas Higher Education dents, better recruitmg of high 
Coordinating Board, for school seniors and anti-drop-
instance, met Oct. 2 to discuss out programs for the con tin-
limiting enrollment at some uing enrollment surprise 
state campuses. of 1987. 
AASCU counted 22 states St. Olaf Vice President 
that have claimed increased Bruce Moe attributed his 
enrollments so far this fall, school's increase to improved 
ranging from 2 to 10 percent. ''student retention pro-
Fifteen states report stable grams," while, in Missouri, 
sons for keeping enrollments 
from falling. 
''Although there are no offi-
cial statistics available yet, so 
far it appears that enrollments 
are up because of increasing 
numbers of nontraditional stu-
dents (enrolling)," explained 
U.S. Dept. of Education 
spokeswoman Victoria Tripp. 
In states facing economic 
difficulties - such as slumps 
in the oil and farm indus-
tries - "older" people tend 
to enroll in college for retrain-
ing, AASCU said. Other non-
traditional students have 
enrolled to pursue graduate 
degrees or simply because 
they love to learn, El-Khawas 
said. 
Moreover, more high school 
seniors seem to be opting to go 
on to college instead of getting 
jobs after graduation. 
''A college education," Tripp 
said, ''is becoming a standard 
part of the American dream.'' 
Perhaps less mystically, El-
Khawas noted that, thanks to 
a blip in childbearing patterns 
in 1970, there happen to be 
more 18-year-olds in the pop~ 
ulation this year. 
So fall enrollment at North-
western State University of 
Louisiana is the highest in the 
school's 103-year history, 
jumpmgl5.5percentmayear. 
Rhode Island College offi-
cials say their 3 percent 
increase in total student en-
rollment- 7,741, compared 
with last fall's 7,534 - can be 
traced to a 16 percent jump in 
the number of freshmen. 
.L~other cainpus rallies against 
CIA recruiting 
IOWA CITY, lA (CPS) - In 
what appears to be a wave of 
anti-CIA sentiment, police 
arrested 33 students Oct. 8 for 
protesting Central Intelligence 
Agency recruiting at the 
University of Iowa. 
The protesters had been 
blocking access to the state's 
Old Capitol building. 
A week earlier, Indiana Uni-
versity students had mounted 
Out on the Town? 
Got a Hot Date? 
Come to Where the Pizza's Great! 
~ 
Lounge 
& 
Supper Club 
15th & Wazee 
Just 1 0 Minutes from Regis Campus 
In the Heart of Denver's 
Downtown Nightlife! 
Serving wine & beer - Must Be 21 
Kitchen open till 1:00 a.m. 
an anti-CIA protest, and the 
spy agency cancelled planned 
recruiting visits to the Univer-
sity of Colorado, where large 
rallies had hindered recruiting 
in recent years. 
Sometimes, however, the 
CIA is very successful recruit-
ing students. 
In "Cloak & Gown," a book 
released Sept. 28, author 
Robin W. Winks reported the 
CIA has recruited a dispropor-
tionate number of spies from 
Ivy League campuses during 
the years, and that Yale grads 
in particular have played a 
large role in shaping the 
agency since its roots in World 
War II. 
''There were at least 42 
members of the Class of 1943 
alone'' at Yale who went to 
work for the Office of Stra-
tegic Services, the CIA's 
predecessor, Winks wrote. 
In addition, some 30 faculty 
members and a ' 'goodly num-
ber'' of grad students worked 
in the spy business in 1943. 
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campus women are condom craze's 
biggest consumer, sellers say 
(CPS) - Women students 
reportedly are a lot more 
interested in the campus con-
dom craze than men, various 
sources say. 
The University of Nebraska 
at omaha's health center, for 
example, has sold only 12 con-
doms since August, and all 
have been to women, said 
nurse Supervisor Ruth Hanon. 
About 65 percent of all the 
condoms bought are pur-
chased by women, added 
Margaret Whited Scarbor-
ough, of Denver's Westvend 
Corp., which makes condom 
vending machines. 
When it comes to free con-
doms, however, the genders no 
longer discriminate. 
The University of Minnesota 
gave away an estimated 3, 000 
free condoms at orientation in 
September, though freshman 
Eugene Mayer said as many as 
half the rubbers given away at 
his session were taken by 
women, too. 
"That shocked me,'' Mayer 
said. "I thought it was just 
something for men." 
At the University of British 
Columbia, ''gladiators'' threw 
an estimated 10,000 condoms 
from a truck outfitted to look 
like the Trojan Horse to cam-
puspassersby, who reportedly 
left none laying around. 
Otl:\e:cwise, however, shy-
ness still seems to keep many 
students from taking advan-
tage of campus condom 
machines or services. 
Nebraska's Han on ''really 
didn't expect anyone to come 
in and ask for them' ' because 
it meant standing in a waiting 
room, and telling the recep-
tionist what was wanted. 
"Women," she said, "usual-
ly take the responsibility for 
CRUISE SHIPS 
NOW HIRING. M/F 
Summer & Career Opportunities 
(Will Train). Excellent pay plus 
world travel. Hawaii Bahamas 
Caribbean, etc. CALL NOW~ 
208-738-0775 Ext. 
s~xual activity, whether it's 
birth control or keeping them-
selves safe. Women take AIDS 
more seriously than men , , 
Fifty-tive percent of ~he 
people who use the Universi-
ty of Florida's Protection Con-
nection -which delivers 
condoms to buyers' doors in 
plain brown bags _ are 
women, reported Scott 
Bluestein, a partner in the 
business. 
Still another Protection 
Connection, offering a similar 
service, has franchises on 10 
campuses in Virginia, Texas 
and California. 
The Mercury Protection 
Service, founded by Universi-
ty of New Mexico students 
also delivers, though only 0~ 
weekends. 
Protek at the University of 
California at Davis delivers 
pamphlets about sexually 
communicable diseases along 
with condoms and contracep-
tive sponges, and has spawned 
franchises as far away as Pur-
due and Penn State. 
Such services were frowned 
on just a short time ago. · 
In 1985, Harvard kicked a 
condom-delivery service 
called Spermbusters off cam-
pus because, officials said it 
was ''inappropriate.'' The 
private business, owned by 2 
students, quickly died. 
In 1986, University of Texas 
administrators similarly kept a 
student-owned service off the 
Austin campus. 
It's probably too early to 
say how long the current 
crop of condom deliverers 
and vending machines will 
last, sponsors say, but they 
Gambling fever struck REgis students and staff 
as the Circle K Casino Night proved to be a great 
success. 
remain hopeful. 
"The more (condoms are) JIJ~=~:-~~~~~·-----~~~--!!!!!!!!~,.. 
available," noted u. NewMex- Reg: is Square 
ico student Steve Gray, • 'the Snacks 
more careful people will be. If Laundromat Books- Toy6 
there's anonymity, people will Collectibles 
buy them." 5115 Federal Blvd. Sparkling Bright and Clean- 466-e838 
Students can win 
money for recipes 
Save 10% with Student I.D. on Drop-Off Service 
Shirts/Blouses/Slacks/Jeans Laundered ~ Ironed 
Large Capacity Washers 
Monday-Friday 8:00 a.m.-9:00 p.m. 
Open 7 Days Weekends at 7:00a.m. 
College students can win 
thousands of dollars in 
scholarship money by creating 
a healthfu.l recipe that uses 
Sweet 'N Low and can be 
prepared without a conven-
tional kitchen. 
appliances such as a toaster 
oven, blender, wok, compact 
microwave or small refriger-
atqr. They will be judged on 
the basis of healthfulness 
taste, originality, ease of 
preparation and appearance. 
Business Is Up At 
Blackjack Pizza 
The "Sweet 'N Low Grade 
'A' Recipe Contest'' features a 
Grand Prize of $5,000, First 
Prize of $2,000 and Second 
Prize of $1,000. University, 
college or culinary school 
employees who are members 
of The National Association of 
College & University Food Ser-
vices are also eligible to win 
$2,000 in scholan;hip money 
for their schools to be used for 
education or training. 
Posters with entry forms 
and complete rules are being 
sent to food service directors 
at more than 600 colleges that 
are members of The National 
Association of College & 
University Food Services. 
Entry forms are also avail-
able by sending a self-
addressed stamped envelope 
by December 15, 1987 to: 
We Are In Need Of 
20 Drivers Immediately 
Must Have Reliable, Insured Vehicle 
Must Be 18 Years or Older 
The recipes must be suitable 
for preparation in a residence-
hall room using only small 
Sweet 'N Low Entry Form, 
P.O. Box 1901, New York, NY 
10116. 
Entries must be postmarked 
by December 31, 1987 and 
received by January 10, 1988. 
1768 W. -92nd-
426-9116 
CARE TO JOIN US 
FOR A LITTLE FUN? 
That is right! We want you with us-
On the BROWN and GOLD newspaper 
We are looking tor staff members interested in editing, layout, 
newspaper management and distribution, and news, 
feature and sports writing .... as well as having tun! 
Come See Us in 211 Student Center 
1 0480 Ralston 
424-1601 
WE THINK YOU MIGHT LIKE WHAT 
WE HAVE TO OFFER! 
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Volleyball team wins five straight; 
in race for conference title 
Team gains 
experience 
by Anthony Rogers 
On Oct. 16, the Regis men's 
tennis team went head to head 
against the University of 
Denver Pioneers. Regis, unfor-
tunately, suffered a close 5-4 
defeat against the tough 
Pioneers. 
Thp ranked Greg Rubald lost 
6-2,4-6,4-6. ThammatesChris 
McNeill, Chris Nelson, and 
Andrew Connor all won in two 
sets. Veterans Eric Pfeffle, and 
Mike Rodgers lost 7-6, 1-6, 4-6, 
and 6-2, 6-1. 
In two exhibition matches, 
Keith Jones 6-4, 6-4, and Stan 
Anderson 6-3, 6-3 won their 
matches also. As far as doubles 
play is concerned, the team of 
Rubald/Nelson won 6-2, 4-6, 
6-2. The second and third 
ranked Regis teams of 
McNeill/Rodgers and Pfeffle/ 
Connor lost 2-6, 7-5, 4-6, and 
The Rangers continue to 
show the critics up, as they 
have totally dominated the 
CDC (Continental Divide Con-
ference). Showing great spirit 
and poise, the Rangers have 
racked up five consecutive 
victories, most being on the 
road. Without their big force 
of Linda Dipentino, the 
Rangers traveled to Alaska to 
face opponents Alaska-
Anchorage and Alaska-Fair-
banks. After splitting with 
Alaska-Anchorage, the 
Rangers took both matches 
away from Alaska-Fairbanks. 
With the "substitute power" 
of both quick hitters, the 
Rangers completed the trip 
with victories. 
The only dark spot of the 
whole trip was an ir\jury suf-
fered by freshman Dee Dicola. 
The ir\jury was nearly iden-
tical to the one that left Dipen-
~ino idle . for the trip. 
Next the Rangers traveled to 
Colorado Springs to play the 
Chris Currie with two lucky winners just prior 
to their deparure for Las Vegas. The free trip was 
given away at the Oct. 23 soccer game. 
7-6,6-0,6-3. The Men's record Muth and 'Curl hospitalized 
is now 1-1. 
The Regis women recently Dr. John Muth, professor of 
participated in the ITCA Rolex business, has been hospital-
Central Regional Thurnament. ized since Oct. 12 and will not 
The tournament was filled be returning to his teaching 
with some of the top Women's position here for the rest of the 
players in the region . J .J . semester. In addition, soccer 
Ramsay went 0-0 against the coach Chela Curl has also been 
top player from the Air Force hospitalized recently. 
Academy. Teammates Natalie Muth suffered from an 
Wohlrab and Diana Tudor aortic aneurysm that was 
scored 1-1, and 1-2. The caught before it burst. Open 
Doubles team of Wohlrab/ heart surgery was performed 
Thdor tied 3-3 with the top at St. Joseph's on October 12. 
Doubles duo from Air Force. Muth came through surgery 
~;b=~ng; 
VIETNAMESE RESTAURANT I 
In Regis Square next to Bonker's 
51st and Federal- Denver 
Phone 455-~239 
DINE IN OR TAKE OUT 
SPECIAL 
$1°0 OFF 
WITH THIS COUPON 
Limit one coupon per person. 
------
''I Didn't Know . . " 
You Didn't Read 
The 
Brown and Gold! 
The only way to keep up with what's going on! 
recovering. 
He is expected to be home at 
the time for 12 weeks of bed 
r~st. Anyone wi~hing to send 
cards may reach Dr. Muth at 
1330 Gaylord, #1101, Denver, 
80206. 
Curi has been in Humana 
Hospital since Oct. 19, where 
he underwent emergency 
surgery for a congenital 
blockage in the intestine. He 
was due to get out shortly 
after surgery, but complica-
tions kept him in longer than 
expected. 
Anyone wishing to send Curl 
a card may drop it off with 
Mike Grose in the athletic 
department. 
Air Force Falcons. With great 
posture and control, the 
Rangers gunned down the Air 
Force in four with winning 
scores of15-8, 15-6 and 15-10. 
Like Air Force and the Alaska 
trip, the Rangers continued 
their quest for dominance in 
the CDC as they shut the 
Pioneers of Denver Univer-
sity down in three straight: 
15-8, 15-1, 15-8. 
With such victories, the 
Rangers are present and ac-
counted for! But the time for 
knowing and telling has come, 
for they begin the biggest test 
now as they meet conference 
teams ''one-after-the-other.' ' 
The test began October 26 
as Regis traveled to Metro State 
took on the red-hot Roadrun-
ners. The Rangers continue to 
play against conference op-
ponents when they take on 
Northern Colorado in a match 
that may well decide who 
owns the division title. 
Regis soccer edges 
uccs 4-1 
Dino Maniatis 
Last Saturday the Regis soc-
cer team doused UCCS on 
their home turf with a score of 
4-1 in what was a big win for 
the team after coming off a 
loss to Grand Canyon College 
the previous day. 
The first half saw plenty of 
action with two Regis goals 
from junior Mark Compton. 
By the end of the first half 
Regis was still thrust ahead -
with a 2-0 margin. During 
half time, senior Jamie Butler 
emerged the lucky winner of 
the Las Vegas trip drawing. 
In the second half, UCCS 
struck oil with their first and 
only goal in the game but 
Regis thundered back with a 
Chris Kiger score on a penalty 
kick. Randy Freeman, the 
assistant coach, gave every-
one the chance to play. 
The previous day did not go 
so well for the team as Regis 
fell prey to Grand Canyon. It 
was a tough and frustrating 
game with" many flaring 
tempers erupting at many 
tense moments. Throughout 
the first half both teams were 
left flustered with no tally 
on the scoreboard. The ten-
sion mounted as the game 
drew closer to the end and, 
eventually, overtime. Play 
became increasingly physical 
and hot-tempered, and, with 
merely two minutes left, 
UCCS punched in the winning 
goal - a sort of defeat which 
has characterized the key 
Regis losses this season. Some 
of their other games have been 
lost due to a last minute goal 
by the opposing side (Air 
Force, DU). Midfielder Dave. 
Woessner remained neutral: 
"It was a game in which the 
ref made a lot of bad calls, but, 
he didn't favor one team." 
Some of the players had a 
few comments on the team 
and the season. "The talent 
was there for a winning team, 
but we seemed to play incon-
sistently,'' said Michael Lewis. 
"We had a disappointing 
season. We lost some key 
games which were extremely 
close,'' commented Midfielder 
John Chiakmakis. 
''To all the fans: Much 
appreciation for coming out 
to the games, and for the sup-
port throughout the season. 
Hope we can give another 
great performance next year," 
thanked Pat Kirse. 
Pick it up every other Thursday 
An example of winning the ball during soccer 
Grand Canyon College. photo by Kevin Norris 
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Physical ~duca~on department 
~~~.~~;elationship to new center 
The Physical Education purpose is the "teach· ·---------------------
department sees a compli- lifetime sport healthmg of Classes are added and academically viable.'' ''Physical education is a cur-
riculum. It is not an extension 
of the Athletic department,'' 
Johnson clarified. 
mentarY relationship between recreational skills, Th ' and d~leted as the department 
them and the Coors Life Direc- th_ose sports that ~he s~d~~~~ tnes to stay in touch with the 
tions center. WI~ b~ able to use throughout changing interests of the 
"Wehaveadistinctfunction therr lives; consequently, the students. Johnson stated 
of providing an information department doesn't offer that they even take class 
base," Dr. Kay Johnson, direc- team sports. suggestions from students. 
tor of Physical Education, The Physical Education however, the classes must b~ 
said. "And at the same time, depa_rtment offered twelve educational - not just 
h a m
. teracti·ve f d participational. 
we ave n unc- ere It hours this semester. 
tion with the Life Directions ~orne o_f their classes included ''The classes have to be 
ter We
're getti·ng the lif academically viable. 11 7e can't 
cen . esavin_g,_ racquetball, golf, vv' 
d t m
. terested m· h lth d just set the students loose to 
stu en s ea an nutnt10n, which had to be 
th t they WI
.ll pu s 't 1 d play volleyball for thet·r class 
so a r ue I c ose at 25 students. Next 
over there." semest and justify giving one hour of 
era new class, doubles college credit," Johnson sai·d. 
Dr. Johnson stresses the fact v_olleyball, will be added to the 
h d art t
• · ''Aerobic dance I·s not 
that t e ep men s pnmary list of classes. 
In order for a class to be 
academically viable, the in-
structor must be able to teach 
a new skill, technique or 
strategy each class period. 
Although Johnson sees a 
relationship between the P.E. 
department and the Athletic 
department and between 
the P.E. department and the 
Life Directions center, she 
emphasizes that it is a 
complimentary relationship 
where one sparks interest in 
the other. They 're not 
connected. 
But the P.E. classes can add 
a different dimension to an 
individual's load of traditional 
core courses. 
Johnson strongly encour-
ages the student population to 
take advantage of the health 
and fitness opportunities pro-
vided by the three different 
programs on campus in the 
hopes that people will "not 
only realize the need for 
health, but the fun of it.' ' 
Thnight~~~--~--. 
Men's and women's intra- ately following. The games 
Men's Intramural 
Football Championship 
mural football championships will be on the high school 
are tonight. The women meet field, and pairings are listed 
at approximately 6:30 and in the brackets. 
the men hook it up immedi-
R Under Attack 
Women's Intramural 
Football Championship 
STUDENTS, 
FACULTY & STAFF 
SAVE 50% 
Comrol 
Have Something to Sell, 
An Event Coming Up? 
Want to Wish That Special Someone 
or Just Want to Voice Your Opinion? 
Place An Ad fu The 
Brown and Gold 
Call Shan at 458-4152 
The Bruisers :we reserve the right to refuse any atd that may be offensive to the Regis Community and t · h mterest of the college paper. no m t e 
Athletes irifarmed about drug policy 
by Kim Connelly Due to the rising national Life. The letter stated that First of all, all participating dential, non-punitive assis-
concern about substance Regis ''does not condone, in student athletes will be tance with the problem, prior 
abuse by student athletes, any fashion the unauthorized required to attend a sub- to post-season play. However, 
Regis College has decided to use of substance determined stance abuse education semi- if a problem is discovered dur-
adopt a policy that will not to be controlled according to nar which will be conducted ing the testing for play-off 
only protect its reputation, the NCAA, NAIA, or national, by the Athletic department competition, termination of 
but also the well-being of its state, or local law enforce- and the Life Directions staff. his/her scholarship, his/her 
athletes. ment agencies.' • If an athlete is involved in dismissal from the team, and 
Last week Regis College Since college teams that alcoholordrugabuse, the stu- referral to Student Life for 
athletes were informed about qualify for post-season play- dent will be approached by further disciplinary action 
the college's drug and alco- off competition are drug his or her coach. If such an will result. Any student 
hol policy, which was given tested before they partici- instance occurs and the stu- athlete found to be engaged 
to each individual in a pate, Regis is implementing dent athlete accepts respon- insaleordistributionofillegal 
letter composed by Barbara some educational and disci- sibility for his/her problem, or controlled drug substances 
Schroeder, director of plinary steps in order to avoid the individual will have the will be expelled from the 
A_thletics, and 'Ibm Reynolds, any national embarrassment. opportunity to receive confi- college. 
VIce president for Student 
Swim season 
begins 
October 24 marked the date 
of the first meet of the girls' 
swim team at UNC against 
Bear Sprint Relays. The team's 
head coach is Don Lombardi 
with assistant John Bradley. 
The team faced stiff compe-
tition including the Colorado 
School of Mines, DU, the U.S. 
Air Force Academy, and Colo-
rado College. The next meet is 
against UNC away on Novem-
ber 6. Warmups are at 3:00 
and the start time is at 4:00. 
Regis then hosts its first home 
meet on November 14 against 
KEARNEY STATE COLLEGE. 
Warm ups at 9:00am, and sta 
time at 10:00 am. 
-
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